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This paper studies the Banach lattice structure of some spaces of continuous
functions taking values in a Banach lattice. We determine when they satisfy various
kinds of order theoretic completeness conditions and what properties the norm in
such a Banach lattice may possess and describe their centres. Various extension
and separation results known for spaces of real-valued continuous functions are
generalised to this setting. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Banach spaces of continuous real-valued functions on a compact
Hausdorff space, or those which also vanish at infinity on a locally compact
Hausdorff space, have long been an important source of examples in the
study of Riesz spaces in general and of Banach lattices in particular. They
are, however, very special and it is necessary for anyone working in this
area to have many other examples in their armoury. The Lebesgue
function spaces, for example, behave very differently in many
respects}better in some ways, worse in others.
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 .Finding spaces which combine the best or worst features of both these
types of spaces is not usually easy. One way to do so is to consider
continuous functions taking values in, say, a Lebesgue function space. This
is usually a tedious business as we do not have available to us the vast
arsenal of results that exist for the study of continuous real-valued func-
tions.
In this paper, we attempt to plug this gap by carrying out a systematic
study of continuous Banach lattice valued functions. In Section 2 we will
give the preliminary definitions and results, before dealing with the various
kinds of order theoretic completeness conditions which may or may not be
satisfied by these spaces. In Section 4 we look, in this context, at some of
the various properties that can be satisfied by the norm in a Banach
lattice. The fifth section is probably the most important one of the paper.
In it we extend the various extension and separation results that are known
for spaces of real-valued continuous functions. In particular, in order to
provide an analogue of the Hahn]Tong]Katetov separation theorem, weÏ
have to introduce the notion of upper and lower semi-continuous Banach
lattice valued functions which turn out to be a complete parallel of the
real-valued concepts. In the final section we describe the centre of our
spaces.
For most of the paper, we work with the space of continuous E-valued
functions vanishing at infinity on a locally compact Hausdorff space, where
E is some Banach lattice. We make an exception in Section 4, where we
restrict our attention to functions defined on compact Hausdorff spaces.
The statements of results are clearer in this context and the more general
results, if needed, may easily be deduced by applying our results to the
one-point compactification.
Our terminology is mainly standard and ample background on Banach
w x w xlattices may be obtained from 1 or 6 . In order to avoid trivial cases, we
now make a blanket assumption that all topological spaces are non-empty
and that all Banach lattices are non-zero.
2. DEFINITIONS
Let S be a locally compact Hausdorff space and E be a Banach lattice.
 .We will denote by C S, E the space of all continuous functions from S0
into E which vanish at infinity. We will always consider this space to be
normed by
5 5 5 5f s sup f s : s g S 4 .
and ordered by
f G g m f s G g s ;s g S. .  .
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 .It is routine to verify that, with these definitions, C S, E is a Banach0
lattice. If we replace S by a compact Hausdorff space K then we will write
 .C K, E for our space of functions. In the particular case that E s R we
 .  .omit mention of it and write only C S or C K .0
 .  .There is no shortage of elements of C S, E . For example, if f g C S0 0
 .  .  .and x g E then f m x g C S, E , where f m x s s f s x. This fact will0
be useful to us in some of the arguments below as it enables us to identify
 .  .C S and E with sublattices of C S, E .0 0
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let S be a locally compact Hausdorff space and E a
Banach lattice.
 .  .i If f is a fixed positi¨ e function in C S then the map x ¬ f m x is0
 .an order continuous lattice homomorphism of E into C S, E .0
 .ii If x is a fixed positi¨ e element of E then the map f ¬ f m x is an
 .  .order continuous lattice homomorphism of C S into C S, E .0 0
 .Proof. i The fact that the map is a lattice homomorphism is easily
checked. In order to prove that it is order continuous, suppose that x x0g
 .  .in E. If f m x G g G 0 for all g , let s g S then f s x G g s G 0 forg g
 .all g , so that g s s 0 and hence f m x x0.g
 .ii Again it is only the order continuity that is not entirely obvious, so
 .suppose that f x0 in C S and that f m x G g G 0 for all g . Fixg 0 g
X  .  .  .  .f g E . For each s g S we have f s x G g s G 0 so that f s f xq g g
 . .G f ( g s G 0. It follows that the function f ( g is the zero function in
 . XC S . This holds for all f g E and hence for all f g E9. If g were0 q
 .non-zero then for some s g S we have g s / 0 and then the
  ..Hahn]Banach theorem would give us a f g E9 with f g s / 0. Thus
we do have f m xx0 as claimed.g
3. ORDER THEORETIC COMPLETENESS
The properties that we look at in this section are Dedekind complete-
ness and s-completeness, which should be familiar, and the Cantor prop-
erty or countable interpolation property, which is satisfied if whenever
x F z for all m, n g N there is y with x F y F z for all n g N. An m n n
compact Hausdorff space is an F-space if the closures of disjoint open F 'ss
w x  .are disjoint. It is known from Theorem 1.1 of 7 that C K has the Cantor
property if and only if K is an F-space.
It has long been known that if the product of two F-spaces is an F-space
then one of the original factors must be finite. This is, for example,
w xProblem 14Q in 4 and is attributed as an unpublished result of Rudin in
w x  .   ..8 . As we may identify C K = M with C K, C M , i.e., the continuous
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 .C M -valued functions on K, this means that it will be quite rare for
 .C S, E to have the Cantor property or any stronger form of order0
theoretic completeness. The order unit case does not bring out the
essential feature of the necessary and sufficient criteria for such proper-
ties, which involves compactness of order intervals. It has been known
w xsince 9 that a Banach lattice has compact order intervals if and only if it
 w x.is purely atomic and has an order continuous norm see also 10 . Such
Banach lattices are order isomorphic to an ideal in the lattice of all
w xbounded real-valued functions on some set T. It also dates back to 3 that
 .C S has an order continuous norm if and only if S is discrete, so that0
 .C S has compact order intervals in precisely this case.0
THEOREM 3.1. Let S be a locally compact Hausdorff space and E a
 .Banach lattice. C S, E has the Cantor property if and only if either0
 .i S is discrete and E has the Cantor property, or
 .  .ii C S has the Cantor property and E has compact order inter¨ als.0
 .  .Proof. If we assume i then it is routine to prove that C S, E has the0
 .Cantor property. Let us now assume ii and identify E with an ideal of
 .bounded functions on some set T. If f , h g C S, E and f F h for alln n 0 n m
m, n g N then for each t g T we may define
pt s s f s t .  .  .n n
r t s s h s t .  .  .n n
t t t t  .so that p F r for each m, n g N and we have p , r g C S . For eachn m n n 0
t  .t g T we may find q g C S with0
pt F qt F r t for all n g N.n n
 .  . . t .Define g : S ª l T by g s t s q s , so that clearly f F g F h for` n n
 .all n g N. In particular, since E is identified with an ideal in l T , this`
 .shows that g s g E for each s g S and that g vanishes at infinity. It
remains to prove that g is continuous.
w xBy Theorem 5 of 10 , the set
A s x g E: 's g S with f s F x F h s 4 .  .1 1
 .is relatively compact. If s is a net in S which converges to s g S, theng
 .  .we must prove that g s ª g s . If this were not true then, using theg
 .relative compactness of A and the fact that each g s g A, we couldg
 .  .  .extract a subnet s and suppose that g s ª x g E where x / g s .d d
 .  . . t . t .  .Choosing t g T with x t / g s t s q s , we have q s ª x t /d
t . t  .q s , contradicting the fact that q g C S .0
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 .Now let us suppose that C S, E does have the Cantor property. Using0
 .  .the embeddings of C S and of E into C S, E provided by Proposition0 0
 .2.1, it is routine to verify that both C S and E also have the Cantor0
 .  .property. Suppose that both i and ii fail, then S is not discrete and E
possesses an order interval which is not norm compact. As S is not
discrete, it possesses an infinite relatively compact subset, A. It is then
 .routine to find a function p in C S , which is identically one on A, and a0
countable disjoint family of positive continuous functions, p , each ofn
norm one and all supported by A. In particular, each p takes the valuen
one at some point s of A. This ensures that 0 F p F p for each n g N.n n
w xNow let x g E be such that the order interval 0, x is not norm compact.
This set is not totally bounded, so we can find e ) 0 and a sequence of
w x 5 5points x g 0, x with x y x G e if n / m. Define functions f , h gn n m n n
 .C S as follows:0
f s s p s x .  .n n n
h s s p s x y p s x y x . .  .  .  .n n n
 .For any distinct m, n g N and s g S we have either p s ) 0, in whichm
 .  .  .  .  .  .case p s s 0 and f s s p s x F p s x s h s , or p s s 0,n m m m n m
 .  .  . .   .  ..in which case h s s p s x y p s x y x s p s y p s x qn n n n
 .  .p s x G 0 s f s . Thus we certainly have f F h for all m, n g N.n n m n m
 .  .Since C S has the Cantor property we can find g g C S with f F g F0 0 n
h for all n g N. In particular, we haven
x s p s x .n n n n
s f s .n n
F g s .n
F h s .n n
s p s x y p s x y x .  .  .n n n n
s xn
 .so that g s s x for all n g N. In particular, this means that the imagen n
of S under g is not totally bounded, which it would be if we actually had
 .  .  .g g C S, E . This contradiction establishes that at least one of i and ii0
 .must hold if C S, E has the Cantor property.0
 .Similar, but slightly simpler, arguments which we omit allow us to
prove the next two results.
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THEOREM 3.2. Let S be a locally compact Hausdorff space and E a
 .Banach lattice. C S, E is Dedekind s-complete if and only if either0
 .i S is discrete and E is Dedekind s-complete, or
 .  .ii C S is Dedekind s-complete and E has compact order inter¨ als.0
THEOREM 3.3. Let S be a locally compact Hausdorff space and E a
 .Banach lattice. C S, E is Dedekind complete if and only if either0
 .i S is discrete and E is Dedekind complete, or
 .  .ii C S is Dedekind complete and E has compact order inter¨ als.0
4. PROPERTIES OF THE NORM
Various properties of the norm in a Banach lattice are of interest. We
look here at the three most commonly encountered properties. Recall that
5 5a norm is order continuous if x ­ x « x y x ª 0 and that a Banachg g
lattice is a KB-space if every norm-bounded increasing positive sequence is
norm convergent. The third property that we will consider is reflexivity.
Numerous equivalents of all three properties are known for Banach
 .lattices. In the scalar valued case, it is also well known that C S is0
reflexive if and only if it is a KB-space if and only if S is a finite set. On
 .the other hand, C S has an order continuous norm if and only if S is0
 .discrete. The results for C S, E hold no surprises for us.0
THEOREM 4.1. If S is a locally compact Hausdorff space and E a Banach
 .lattice, then C S, E has an order continuous norm if and only if S is0
discrete and E has an order continuous norm.
Proof. Assume first that S is discrete and E has an order continuous
norm. The order continuity of the norm certainly forces E to be Dedekind
 .complete, so that C S, E is Dedekind complete, by Theorem 3.3. It is a0
result due to Lozanovskii and Mekler and also to Meyer]Nieberg that a
Dedekind s-complete Banach lattice has an order continuous norm if and
only if every order bounded disjoint sequence of positive elements must
 w x.  .converge in norm to zero see, e.g., 1, Theorem 14.4 . Suppose that f isn
 .a disjoint sequence in C S, E with 0 F f F f for all n g N. If e ) 0,0 n
then for each n g N we have
5 5 5 5  4s g S : e F f s : s g S : e F f s s s , s , . . . , s 4 4 .  .n 1 2 k
 .using the assumption that S is discrete . For each j with 1 F j F k,
  ..f s is a disjoint positive sequence in E which is bounded above byn j
 . 5  .5f s . Because E has an order continuous norm, we have f s ª 0.j n j
5  .5Choose n such that f s - e provided n ) n and then set n sj n j j 0
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 4max n , n , . . . , n . If n ) n then for each s g S we have either s f1 2 k 0
 4 5  .5s , s , . . . , s , in which case f s - e for all n g N, or else s g1 2 k n
 4 5  .5s , s , . . . , s , in which case we certainly have f s - e for n ) n .1 2 k n 0
5 5  .Thus certainly f - e for all n ) n and C S, E has an order continu-n 0 0
ous norm.
 .Now let us assume that C S, E has an order continuous norm. If0
 . 5 5f , f g C S and f ­ f , then fixing x g E with x s 1, we haveg 0 g q
 .f m x­ f m x in C S, E . Henceg 0
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5f y f s f y f x s f m x y f m x ª 0g g g
 .and C S has an order continuous norm, so that S is discrete. The proof0
that E has an order continuous norm is similar.
THEOREM 4.2. If S is a locally compact Hausdorff space and E a Banach
 .lattice then C S, E is a KB-space if and only if S is finite and E is a0
KB-space.
Proof. It is routine to prove that if S is finite and E is a KB-space then
 .  .  .C S, E is a KB-space. Assume that C S, E is a KB-space. Let f be0 0 n
 .an increasing sequence in C S which is norm bounded. Fix x g E withq
5 5  .x s 1 and note that f m x is also an increasing sequence which isn
 .  .norm bounded. As C S, E is a KB-space, there is h g C S, E with0 0
5 5f m x y h ª 0. Use the Hahn]Banach theorem to find f g E9 withn
5 5  .  .f s f x s 1, then f ( h g C S and0
5 5 5 5 5 5f y f ( h s f ( f m x y f ( h F f m x y h ª 0, .n n n
 .so that C S is a KB-space and is therefore finite dimensional. The proof0
that E must be a KB-space is similar.
THEOREM 4.3. If S is a locally compact Hausdorff space and E is a
 .Banach lattice then C S, E is reflexi¨ e if and only if S is finite and E is0
reflexi¨ e.
 .Proof. If S is finite and E reflexive it is routine to show that C S, E0
 .is reflexive. Conversely, if C S, E were reflexive, then it would certainly0
be a KB-space, so that S is finite by Theorem 4.2. It follows that we may
 .  .identify C S, E 0 with C S, E0 in the obvious manner, and the reflexiv-0 0
ity of E is now clear.
5. EXTENSION AND SEPARATION OF FUNCTIONS
In the study of continuous real-valued functions, results which allow us
to prove the existence of, or to extend, continuous functions are important
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tools. The most familiar are Urysohn's lemma and the Tietze extension
theorem, but probably the most powerful result of this form is the
so-called Hahn]Tong]Katetov theorem which allows one to place a con-Ï
tinuous function between an upper semi-continuous function and a domi-
nating lower semi-continuous function. With suitable modifications of the
definitions of upper and lower semi-continuity we can reprove this result
for Banach lattice-valued functions defined on compact Hausdorff spaces.
DEFINITION 5.1. If K is any topological space and E is a Banach
y1 .lattice, then a function f : K ª E is upper semi-continuous if f U y Eq
is open for each open set U : E. Similarly, we say that f is lower
y1 .semi-continuous if f U q E is open whenever U is open. It is clearq
that f is upper semi-continuous if and only if yf is lower semi-continuous
and vice versa. Clearly, also, if U is open then so are the sets U q E andq
U y E , so that continuous functions are both upper and lower semi-q
continuous. Since, for any open subset U of R, the sets U q R andq
U y R are easily seen to be infinite open intervals, it is evident that forq
R-valued functions our definition coincides with the classical definition.
Our definition generalises the classical one in other ways as well.
PROPOSITION 5.2. If K is any topological space and E a Banach lattice
then a function f : K ª E is continuous if and only if it is both upper and
lower semi-continuous.
Proof. The fact that continuous functions are semi-continuous has
already been noted. Now suppose that f is both upper and lower semi-
continuous. Any open subset U of a Banach lattice can be written as a
union of order convex open sets. If we can show that for any order convex
y1 . y1 .open set V we have f V open then we will have f U open for any
 .open set U. But, since V is order convex, it is clear that f k g V if and
 . y1 . y1only if there are a , b g V with a F f k F b , so that f V s f V q
y1.  .E l f V y E is certainly open.q q
Note also that we have the following results, together with analogous
results for upper semi-continuity.
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let M be a closed subset of a topological space K and E
a Banach lattice. If f : K ª E and g : M ª E are lower semi-continuous
functions and g F f then h: K ª E is also lower semi-continuous, where< M
f k if k g K _ M .
h k s .  g k if k g M . .
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Proof. If U is open in E then
hy1 U q E s gy1 U q E j fy1 U q E l K _ M . .  .  .  . .q q q
y1 . y1 . y1Because g F f , g U q E : f U q E l M. The set g U q< M q q
. y1E is relatively open in M so there is an open set W : K with g U qq
.  .E s W l M. Noting that W j K _ M is also open, it follows thatq
hy1 U q E s W j K _ M l fy1 U q E .  .  . .q q
is open as required.
In order to prove our separation result, we make use of a selection
theorem which involves the notion of lower semi-continuous set-valued
mappings. This is an unfortunate clash of terminology with our other use
of the term lower semi-continuous, but both are so well established in the
literature that it would be unreasonable to rename either concept. There
are, of course, close connections between the two concepts.
DEFINITION 5.4. If K and M are topological spaces, let 2 M denote the
family of non-empty subsets of M. A map F: K ª 2 M is lower semi-
  . 4continuous if k g K : F k l U / B is an open subset of K for every
open set U : M.
PROPOSITION 5.5. If K is any topological space and E a Banach lattice
then
 .i a function f : K ª E is lower semi-continuous if and only if the
E  .  .set-¨ alued mapping F: K ª 2 defined by F k s f k y E is lower semi-q
continuous;
 .ii a function g : K ª E is upper semi-continuous if and only if the
E  .  .set-¨ alued mapping G: K ª 2 defined by G k s g k q E is lowerq
semi-continuous.
 .  .Proof. We prove only i , the proof of ii being similar. If U is an open
set in E then
m g k : U l f k y E / B m 'z g E with f m y z g U 4 .  . .q q
m 'z g E with f m g U q z .q
m m g fy1 U q E .q
and the claim is clear from the definitions.
w xThe classical selection theorem of Michael 5 gives a continuous selec-
tion from a lower semi-continuous set-valued mapping whose values are
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closed convex subsets of a Banach space. Unfortunately, the intersection
of two lower semi-continuous set-valued maps need not be lower semi-
continuous or the result that we want would follow immediately. However,
w xCorollary 1.3 of 2 is sufficiently more general to serve our purposes.
When reformulated in our context it reads as follows.
THEOREM 5.6. Let K be a compact Hausdorff space, E a Banach space,
E  .and F: K ª 2 with each set F k being a non-empty closed con¨ex set.
Suppose also that for each e ) 0 there is a lower semi-continuous map F :e
E  .  .  .  .K ª 2 with each F k con¨ex, and with F k : F K : F k q B fore e e
 .  .each k g K. There is a continuous function f : K ª E with f k g F k for
each k g K.
THEOREM 5.7. Let K be a compact Hausdorff space and E be a Banach
lattice. If f : K ª E is upper semi-continuous, h: K ª E is lower semi-
 .  .continuous and f k F h k for all k g K, then there is a continuous
 .  .  .function g : K ª E with f k F g k F h k for each k g K.
 .   . .   . .Proof. Let G k s f k q E l h k y E , which is certainly aq q
w xnon-empty closed convex subset of E. It follows from Proposition 1.1 of 2
 .   . .   .that the map defined by G k s f k q E q B l h k y E qe q e r2 q
.B is lower semi-continuous and its values are certainly convex sets.er2
 .  .  .Clearly also, G k : G k for each k g K. If y g G k then there aree e
s ,s g B such that1 2 e r2
f k q s F y F h k q s . .  .1 2
 .If we set s s ys k s k 0 then it is simple to verify that s g B and1 2 e
that
f k , y y s F h k , y q s. .  .
 .  .If we now set u s f k k y y s , for example, then
f k , y y s F u F h k , y q s .  .
 . 5 5so that u g G k . Also it follows from ys F u y y F s that u y y - e ;
 .i.e., we certainly have y g G k q B . We have now established thate
 .  .  .G k : G k : G k q B , so we may apply Theorem 5.6 to find ae e
 .  .continuous selection of G k , g k , which will certainly satisfy our require-
ments.
 .COROLLARY 5.8 Tietze Extension Theorem . Let K be a compact
Hausdorff space, M a closed subset of K, and E a Banach lattice. If f , h:
K ª E and g : M ª E are continuous functions with f F h and f F g F h< M < M
then there is a continuous extension of g to g : K ª E with f F g F h.
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Proof. Define f 9, h9: K ª E by
f k if k g K _ M .
f 9 k s .  g k if k g M .
and
h k if k g K _ M .
h9 k s .  g k if k g M . .
By Proposition 5.3, f 9 is upper semi-continuous and h9 is lower semi-
continuous. Theorem 5.7 gives a continuous separator, g, for these which
clearly does the job required of it.
5 5In the scalar case, if f s 0 and we then replace h by h n g , then we
5 5 5 5can also ensure that g s g . This technique is not available to us in the
Banach lattice context, but we can still prove the same result.
COROLLARY 5.9. Let K be a compact Hausdorff space, M a closed subset
of K, and E a Banach lattice. If h: K ª E and g : M ª E are continuous
functions with 0 F g F h then there is a continuous extension of g to g :< M
5 5 5 5K ª E with 0 F g F h and g s g .
w xProof. In 5 Michael has shown that g has a continuous extension g :1
5 5 5 5 K ª E with g s g choose a continuous selection from the set-valued1
mapping
g k if k g M 4 .
G k s .  E if k g K _ M
. < <which is lower semi-continuous and has closed convex values . g is a1
5 < < 5 5 5positive extension of g which also has g s g . Use Corollary 5.8 to1
< <produce a continuous extension g of g with 0 F g F h. Then g s g n2 2 1
g clearly has the desired properties.2
As a simple application of such a result, let us note that it is now routine
to prove
COROLLARY 5.10. If K is a compact Hausdorff space, M a closed subset
  . 4of K, and E a Banach lattice, let J s f g C K, E : f ' 0 . For the< M
 .quotient norm and order, C K, E rJ is isometrically order isomorphic to
 .C M .
As a further application of our separation theorem, let us note the
following characterisation of lower semi-continuous functions taking val-
ues in a Banach lattice with an order continuous norm, which is a
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complete analogue of the corresponding result for real-valued functions.
There is, of course, an analogous characterisation of upper semi-continu-
ous functions.
PROPOSITION 5.11. If K is a compact Hausdorff space, E a Banach lattice
with an order continuous norm, and f : K ª E then the following are
equi¨ alent:
 .i f is lower semi-continuous.
 .ii f is the pointwise supremum of some family of continuous func-
tions.
 .iii f is the pointwise supremum of some upward directed family of
lower semi-continuous functions.
 .  . EProof. i « ii . By Proposition 5.5, the map F: K ª 2 defined by
 .  .F k s f k y E is lower semi-continuous. Its values are certainly non-q
empty, closed and convex, so we may apply the Michael selection theorem
to obtain a continuous selection g from F; i.e., g : K ª E is a continuous
function with g F f. For each point k g K, define g : K ª E byk
g m if m / k .
g m s .k  f k if m s k . .
By a result analogous to Proposition 5.3, each g is upper semi-continuousk
and certainly we have g F f. Theorem 5.7 gives us a continuous functionk
 .  .h : K ª E with g F h F f. In particular, note that h k s f k , so thatk k k k
 4f is the pointwise supremum of the set h : k g K as required.k
 .  .  .ii « iii . This is proved fortiori, after if necessary replacing the
family by the collection of all finite suprema from that family.
 .  .  4iii « i . If f is the supremum of f : g g G then this immediateg
from the identity
fy1 U q E s fy1 U q E .  .Dq g q
ggG
which holds for any open set U : E because the order continuity of the
 .  .norm and the fact that for each k g K we have f k ­ f k together implyg
 .  .that f k ª f k .g
The assumption of order continuity of the norm could be removed from
the hypotheses of Proposition 5.11 if we were simultaneously to replace
``pointwise supremum'' by ``pointwise maximum,'' i.e., the assumption that
 .  .for all k g K there is a member, f , of the family with f k s f k .g g
Another class of extension results are of importance in the study of
 .C K spaces from an order theoretic viewpoint. These are those which
allow the continuous extension of functions defined on open subsets of
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spaces with some strong disconnectedness property. We should not expect
such results to hold in as general a context as the previous results in this
section}the results in Section 3 have already given an indication of the
kind of restrictions likely to be needed.
THEOREM 5.12. Let K be an infinite Stonean space. The following condi-
tions on a Banach lattice E are equi¨ alent:
 .i E has compact order inter¨ als.
 .  .ii C K, E is Dedekind complete.
 .iii If U is an open subset of K and f : U ª E is a continuous order
bounded function then f has a continuous extension, f : K ª E.
 .  .Proof. The equivalence of i and ii is simply part of Theorem 3.3. In
 .  .trying to prove that ii « iii , we may suppose that f G 0. If we take a
 .maximal family of disjoint open and closed subsets of U, W andg g g G
define
f k if k g W . g
f sg  0 if k f W ,g
 4  .then f : g g G is a subset of C K, E which is bounded above by anyg
 .  .function which is constantly an upper bound for f U . Assuming ii , this
family has a supremum, f. Clearly f must coincide with f on each W , andg
by continuity on the whole of U, so that f is the desired extension.
 .  .Now suppose that iii holds. If i does not hold then choose x g Eq
w x  4 w xsuch that the order interval 0, x is not compact and let x : n g N : 0, xn
not be totally bounded. As K is infinite, we may find disjoint non-empty
 .open and closed sets U : K. Define f on U s D U by f k s x ifn ng N n n
 .k g U . Clearly f is continuous and order bounded. By iii it will have an
continuous extension f to the whole of K. The image of the extension
 4must be compact, yet it contains the subset x : n g N which is not totallyn
 .  .bounded. This contradiction shows that iii « i , completing the proof.
Very similar arguments prove the following result.
THEOREM 5.13. Let K be an infinite quasi-Stonean space. The following
conditions on a Banach lattice E are equi¨ alent:
 .i E has compact order inter¨ als.
 .  .ii C K, E is Dedekind s-complete.
 .iii If U is an open F subset of K and f : U ª E is a continuous orders
bounded function then f has a continuous extension, f : K ª E.
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 .6. THE CENTRE OF C S, E0
 .The centre of a Banach lattice E, denoted by Z E , is the commutative
algebra and lattice of linear operators, T , on E for which there exists a
< < < <real number l ) 0 such that Tx F l x for all x g E. The operator norm
of a central operator T is the minimum of those l with this property. The
 . b .centre of C S may be identified with C S , the bounded continuous0
b .functions on S. If f g C S then the corresponding operator T gf
  ..  .  .  .  .Z C S is given by T f s s f s f s for all s g S and all f g C S .0 f 0
 .We will obtain a similar description of the centre of C S, E in terms of0
 .Z E -valued functions on S. Part of the proof can be set in the very
 .general setting of functions taking values in L E , the space of all
 .bounded linear operators on E. If f : S ª L E and f : S ª E then we
 .  .  ..may define T f : S ª E by T f s s f s f s for each s g S. It isf f
clear that the mapping T thus defined is linear on the space of allf
functions from S into E. What is not quite so clear is when we may
expect, for example, continuity of T f. What we need is contained in thef
following result.
THEOREM 6.1. If S is a locally compact Hausdorff space, E a Banach
 .space, and f : S ª L E , then the following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i f is norm bounded and continuous when L E is gi¨ en the strong
operator topology.
 .   ..  .ii T C S, E : C S, E .f 0 0
 .  .iii T acts boundedly on C S, E .f 0
 .  .  .Proof. i « ii . Let f g C S, E , s , s g S with s ª s . For all0 g g
5  .  .5 e ) 0, we eventually have f s y f s - e and using the strong opera-g
. 5  .  ..  .  ..5tor continuity of f f s f s y f s f s - e . Asg
5 5 5 5T f s y T f s s f s f s y f s f s .  .  .  .  .  . . .f g f g g
5 5F f s f s y f s f s .  .  .  . . .g g g
5 5q f s f s y f s f s .  .  .  . .  .g
5 5F f s e q e .g
which can be made as small as desired because of the boundedness of f.
This shows that T f is continuous and the fact that it vanishes at infinityf
also follows immediately from the boundedness of f.
 .  .  .ii « iii . If f , f , g g C S, E , f ª f , and T f ª g then for eachn 0 n f n
s g S we have
T f s s f s f s ª g s .  .  .  . .f n n
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and also
f s ª f s , .  .n
from which it follows that
f s f s ª f s f s . .  .  .  . . .n
Thus
g s s f s f s s T f s , .  .  .  . . f
and T has a closed graph and is therefore bounded.f
 .  .  .iii « i . To prove continuity of f at s g S, when L E is given the
strong operator topology, let U be a relatively compact neighbourhood of
 .  .s and fix f g C S with f ' 1. Let s be a net in S converging to s ,0 <U g
so that it is certainly eventually in U. For each x g E, we have
f s x s T f m x s ª T f m x s s f s x .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .g f g f
 .  .showing that f s ª f s strongly. The boundedness of f followsg
directly from the boundedness of T .f
 .  .If we let L E denote L E equipped with the strong operators
b  . .topology, then we can use C S, L E to denote the space of norms
 .bounded strongly continuous functions from S into L E . The last result
b  . .implies that we can identify C S, L E with a subalgebra ofs
  ..L C S, E , and in fact this is an isometric isomorphism. However, this0
  ..identification is only with the whole of L C S, E when S is a singleton.0
 .The situation is different when we look at the centre of C S, E , as the0
w xfollowing result demonstrates. This result is implicit in the theorem in 11
but appears not to be widely known.
THEOREM 6.2. Let S be a locally compact Hausdorff space and E a
Banach lattice. The map f ¬ T is an isometric order and algebra isomor-f
b  . .   ..phism of C S, Z E onto Z C S, E .s 0
 .Proof. If f takes values in Z E , then it is now simple to see that T isf
 .central, because if f g C S, E then0
< < 5 5 < < 5 5 < <f s f s F f s f s F f f s .  .  .  .  . .
 5 5 5  .5 4. < < 5 5 < <where f s sup f s : s g S so that T f F f f and T isf f
central.
 .  .Suppose that T is a central operator on C S, E . If f g C S, E ,0 0
 . <  . < 5 5 <  . <  .s g S, and f s s 0 then the fact that Tf s F T f s forces Tf s
 .  .s 0. It follows from linearity that Tf s depends only on f s . For each
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 .s g S, note that f s can take any value in E, so it is simple to verify that
 .  .the map which takes f s to Tf s is a linear operator on E which we
 .  .will denote by f s . It is routine to verify that each operator f s is
actually central. Now the fact that f is bounded and strongly continuous
follows immediately from Theorem 6.1. Finally, the fact that the map
f ¬ T is an isometric order and algebra isomorphism is easy to verify.f
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